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PREFACE: Message from the Organizers:
Dear participants,
I hope you are staying safe and healthy. It was our pleasure to welcome you at our 12th JACAC
Student Forum. I am very happy you all were able to join us for this year’s virtual program,
despite difference in time and busy academic schedules.
This year’s forum has been quite different. For the first in the history of the Japan-Canada
Academic Consortium Student Forum, our students did not have an opportunity to meet each
other in person. Who would imagine that in-person communication will become such a luxury
nowadays? Lockdowns and travel restrictions left us no other choice than to switch to online
format. Despite its evident pitfalls—inability to meet peers in person being one of them—the
virtual JACAC 2021 offered us a great chance to explore how our “new normal” would look
like and discuss the future of higher education in a post-coronavirus world. It is especially
important now, when international conversations with peers do not often happen in the
context of education and cross-cultural collaboration.
Despite the challenges and uncertainty of 2020 due to COVID-19, I believe we all made a great
job to ensure we have safe and inspirational learning experience. I am sure we all have learned
a great deal from each other, from our lecturers and from students’ well researched and wellreasoned presentations. As academic lead, I was impressed by students’ insightful policy
proposals, which they have managed to create in such a short time.
And last but not least, I hope that this year’s forum has forged long-lasting friendships across
the ocean and promoted intercultural dialogue among young people from a variety of years,
disciplines and locations, both in Canada and Japan. Good luck with your studies and stay
strong!
Iuliia Kysla, Ph.D.
Academic Lead, JACAC Student Forum 2021
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Message from the Director, Prince Takamado JapanCanada Memorial Fund
The Prince Takamado Japan Centre for Teaching and Research was very pleased to
welcome all Japanese and Canadian students at the 12th Japan-Canada Academic
Consortium Student Forum, held virtually in February 2021. This year, the global pandemic
has halted our in-person program, which was scheduled at the University of Waterloo. Yet,
thanks to your support, we were able to host this event, creating a valuable opportunity for
students to exchange their ideas during this crisis. First and foremost, we would like to
express our sincere appreciation to Her Imperial Highness Princess Takamado for her
support and participation through a video message in the forum. This forum was also
supported by the Mitsubishi UFJ Foundation, the Japan Foundation Toronto, Hosei
University, our Japan-side secretariat, and our other member universities. Without their
commitments, this forum would have been impossible. I also appreciate our guest speakers
whose powerful and insightful lectures gave us much to pore over.
For more than a year, all aspects of our lives have been affected by the spread of COVID19. This year’s academic lead, Dr. Iuliia Kysla, responded to this trend, and delivered an
excellent forum under the very timely theme, “Youth During and After the Pandemic: A
Proposal for the New Normal.” Many of the students participating in this forum had returned
from overseas because of the suspension of programs. Others were forced to change their
plans to study abroad. Notwithstanding these challenges, our participants will be
remembered as a group of resilient and diligent students who were committed to academic
excellence.
The JACAC student forum is the largest annual project undertaken by the Prince
Takamado Japan-Canada Memorial Fund, created by generous donations to the University of
Alberta. The Japan-Canada Academic Consortium is one of the largest and most unique
academic collaborations between Japan and Canada. It continues to offer our participants the
opportunity to exchange their ideas with fellow students beyond national borders, increasing
their awareness of current global issues and empowering them in the time of the crisis. We
must renew our commitment to the expansion of experiential learning opportunities for the
future generations.
Aya Fujiwara, Ph.D
Director, Prince Takamado Japan Centre for Teaching and Research, UAlberta
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1. BASIC INFORMATION
1-1. Japan-Canada Academic Consortium (JACAC)
“The Japan-Canada Academic Consortium aims to promote the exchange of undergraduate
and graduate students, researchers, and teachers, and to encourage a movement of ideas
and knowledge between the two countries.”
Main activities of Japan-Canada Academic Consortium (JACAC) are “Student Exchange
Program” between member universities of Japan and Canada, and a one-week student forum
called “JACAC Student Forum”.
As of 2020, JACAC consists of the following 20 member universities:
Canadian Universities: 10
University of Alberta | University of British Columbia | University of Regina | York University
| Queen’s University | Université De Montréal | Concordia University | Université Laval |
University of Prince Edward Island | University of Waterloo & Renison
Japanese Universities: 10
Meiji University | Josai International University | J.F. Oberlin University | Tsuda University
| Kwansei Gakuin University | Hosei University | Ritsumeikan University | Seinan Gakuin
University |Nagoya University | Hokkaido University

1-2. JACAC Student Forum
“Senior undergraduate student representatives from member institutions in both Japan and
Canada will meet and exchange opinions and ideas about a common topic of interest to
students today. The host institution shall alternate between Canada and Japan each year.
The goal of this forum is to provide students with the opportunity to interact with their peers
from a different culture, in order to gain insight into their current areas of academic interest
and to encourage a flow of ideas between Canada and Japan. The official language of the
forum is English.”
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JACAC Student Forum has been held annually since 2010, and the past forums were held
under a variety of themes. Each forum consists of expert lectures, fieldwork, group work
including research study, group presentations, field trip, etc.

1-3. The 12th Annual JACAC student Forum 2021
Due to restrictions caused by the COVID-19 outbreak, the 12th Japan Canada Academic
Consortium (JACAC) Virtual Student Forum was held online. This year's theme was “Youth
During and After the Pandemic: A Proposal for the New Normal” was hosted by the Prince
Takamado Japan Centre, University of Alberta. The event was very successful and offered a
space for fruitful discussion and exchange of ideas between 23 students from Japan and
Canada.
A brief overview of the forum is as follows:
Date: 13 (Saturday) – 19 (Friday), 2021
Venue: Virtual Zoom meetings, hosted by the Prince Takamado Japan Centre for Teaching
and Research, University of Alberta
Theme: “Youth During and After the Pandemic: A Proposal for the New Normal”
All meetings were held online via Zoom platform, taking into account the difference in time
zones. The displayed time of the virtual conference was in Mountain Standard Time (MST).
Prior to the conference, students watched pre-recorded lectures, which were available to view
online a week before the forum. The major conference program started with an Orientation,
followed by the Q and A Session with the Speakers, which took place on 15 February 2021.
During the conference week, students were actively engaged in small-group online
discussions, preparing their final presentations on a topic of how the coronavirus pandemic
affected global higher education.
At the forum’s final day, participants gave their presentations, covering a wide range of topics
based on this year’s theme. Shafagh Razaghzadeh Shabestari (Queen’s University), Sophia
Peou (University of Waterloo), Atsuki Tagawa (Ritsumeikan University) and Riko Katsuyama
(Seinan Gakuin University) got the highest number of points from the judges for their
insightful presentation: “Digital Resiliency and Communication: The Case for the New
Normal in Higher Education” (available to watch online).
-6-

Dylan Rose from the University of Prince Edward Island and Misaki Ono from the Hosei
University have received the JACAC 2021 Leadership Awards for excellent leadership skills
and ability to motivate the team to achieve remarkable results.

CONFERENCE CONTENT AND SHORT PROGRAM:
Saturday, 13 February:
17.00-18.30 MST

Orientation: Overview of the Week

Sunday, 14 February:
All Day

Group Work

Monday, 15 February:
All Day

Group Work

17:00-18:00 MST Q & A Session with Lecturers, group work
Tuesday/Wednesday, 16-17 February:
All Day

Documentary Film “Ivory Tower. Is College Worth the cost?” (Andrew
Rossi, 2014): can be watched watch online via your university library
services
Group Work

Thursday, 18 February:
17:00-17:20 MST

Final Presentation Opening

Opening Remarks from:
•

Her Imperial Highness Princess Takamado

•

Mr. Shigenobu Kobayashi, Consul-General of Japan in Calgary

17:20-19:15 MST Student Group Presentation with Q&A
19.15-19.25 MTS Closing remarks
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Participants: 23 in total (12 from Japan, 11 from Canada)
ROSE, Dylan James
University of Prince Edward Island
RAJAPAKSHE, Thishani
University of British Columbia

LI, Yuxiang
Queen’s University
AKAKI, Mio
Seinan Gakuin University

GO, Kenny
University of British
Columbia
OGIHARA, Angel
Josai International
University

YAMASHITA, Ayaka
Tsuda University

ONO, Misaki
Hosei University

WARAGAI, Hiromi
Hokkaido University

KWAK, Inkyung
Seinan Gakuin University

MAYO, Janelle Lynn
University of Regina

RAZAGHZADEH
SHABESTARI, Shafagh,
Queen’s University

MAJ-PFLEGER, Aulden Trevor
University of Alberta

TAMBE, Parul
University of Waterloo

PEOU, Sophia Evelyn
University of Waterloo

UEDA, Sayaka
J.F. Oberlin University

SEKIGUCHI, Soya
Hosei University

TAGAWA, Atsuki
Ritsumeikan University

YOSHINO, Sayaka
Hosei University

YONEMOTO, Yumeka
J.F. Oberlin University

KATSUYAMA, Riko
Seinan Gakuin
University

SCHESTAK, Erika Shauna
York University

NGAN, Jocelyn
York University

Organizing Committee:
FUJIWARA, Aya, Ph.D.
Director, Prince Takamado Japan Center for Teaching and Research, University of
Alberta
KYSLA, Iuliia, Ph.D.
JACAC Research Associate, Prince Takamado Japan Centre for Teaching and Research,
University of Alberta
ROSSIER, Oliver, Senior Officer, Faculty of Arts, University of Alberta
KONDO, Rei
Administrative Assistant, Prince Takamado Japan Center for Teaching and Research,
University of Alberta
Program Coordinator:
KATO, Akiko
Coordinator, Global Education Center, Hosei University (JACAC Secretariat)
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2. DETAILS OF THE FORUM:
2-1. Theme & Issues / Questions
Theme: “Youth During and After the Pandemic: A Proposal for the New Normal”
COVID-19 pandemic has had a major impact on the future of today’s young people,
restricting their opportunities to learn and work. As problems linger, including economic
uncertainty, stereotypes against young people, isolation, and unemployment, we need to
think together of ways to empower our lives at this time of crisis. Despite these challenges,
some people have discovered benefits in this changed lifestyle. Through sharing
experiences, participants came up with ideas about the New Normal for the young
generation, focusing on questions such as:
-

What are the largest challenges during the time of pandemic?

-

How can we be inspired by this crisis?

-

What does your “New Normal” look like?

-

What sorts of new ideas and experiments have emerged to reduce the negative impact
during the time of pandemic?

-

In what areas can young people play active roles in this situation?

-

What are the methods to stay connected to the community, motivate oneself, and
keep engaging with others?

-

What do you expect policymakers and the governments to do for the protection of
young vulnerable people?

2.2. Pre-forum assignment:
Prior to the forum, participants worked on a group project, reading assigned materials and
discussing coronavirus pandemic’s impact on global higher education. Among questions
aimed to stimulate students’ ideas were:
a) How did the coronavirus pandemic affect global higher education? Provide
a brief description of how the COVID-19 pandemic impacted your home
countries? What are the biggest challenges both Canadian and Japanese
higher education institutions are facing in a post-coronavirus world?
9

b) With the usual patterns of living and learning gone, what will the “new
normal” look like for an ordinary college student, as universities are forced
to shift toward increased hybrid or online education? Is digital learning
here to stay? What are the pros and cons of an all-online instruction when
compared to the in-person classes? Provide your own pandemic success
story based on your personal experience, as well as readings provided in a
list below

2-3. Lectures
Lectures’ summaries:

1. “Hidden Intellectualism and The Skills of the Future”
Scott Carlson, Senior Writer at the Chronicle of Higher Education, Washington,
District of Columbia, United States
The lecture discusses the connection between college education and the future of work,
focusing on a dilemma faced by many university students: should they pursue their
passion in studies, what sometimes called “hidden intellectualism,” or seek a more
practical, employable degree? Analyzing a number of various social and economic
challenges currently existing in American higher education system, the speaker
advocates for a change in the education school system in the US, directed toward the
interests of the students, which will start to help them develop their hidden
intellectualism, as well as toward teaching more practical skills, like cooking or
carpentry.

10

2. “How Existential Threats Can Shape our Behavior (for Good and for
Evil)”
Dr. Cathryn van Kessel, University of Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta
The lecture discusses how we as humans have a natural biological response to death
(COVID-19 being such an existential threat) and that we want to feel stable and
permanent and don’t want to die. Cathryn van Kessel introduces listeners to the concept
of a Terror Management Theory (TMT), which allows us to understand how we are
coping/not coping with this pandemic challenge. In particular, it shows how a direct
reminder of death affects people’s behaviour, including how worldview threat produces
“mortality salience” (unconscious fear of death) and thus defensive behaviour.
3. “Bush Talk: Connection, Body, and Ethics in Digital Learning”
Lindsay Sorell, Writer, Editor, Artist, University of Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta
In her talk, Lindsay Sorell speaks of the challenges posed before the Canadian
indigenous community because of the spread of the COVID-19. Sharing her experiences
of being part of the UAlberta’s Arts Working Group for Indigenous Initiatives, she
reflects on various ways to create a digital space for an exchange of ideas and
transmission of traditional knowledge during the pandemic, when in-person
communication is no longer available. Her main focus is on how digital media can be
used productively to create a more community-based learning experience for the
Indigenous students at the University of Alberta by connecting them to each other and
to the traditional knowledge of the Indigenous Arts.
4. “Personal Reflections on Adapting to Change”
Lana Cuthbertson, the CEO and Founder of Areto Labs, Montreal, Quebec
In her talk, Lana Cuthbertson shares some of her personal experiences navigating and
adapting to the challenges in the time of the COVID-19. Talking through her own career
advancement and her passion as a gender equality advocate, she offers a few reading
recommendations for the listeners (on the topics of machine learning and human values,
community building, urban planning) and provides some practical advice on how to
handle pandemic fatigue.
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4. “Building a Just and Democratic Post-Pandemic Society: A Call to
Action and Field Notes for Young Changemakers”
Petros Kusmu, Management Consultant and Global Civil Government Specialist at
Deloitte, Vancouver, British Columbia
In his lecture, the speaker discusses in great detail the numerous crises (economic and
global democratic recession with coronavirus pandemic being just one of them) in our
pandemic modern world, offering a solution based on his personal experience as a social
justice activist. In Petros Kusmu’s opinion, the remedy to the biggest of them (younger
generation’s losing faith in democracies and democratic institutions) may be found in a
progressive retrofit of our 20th century democratic institutions for the 21st century to
solve these crises and rebuild a democratic faith, with the help of young people
themselves.
5. “Another Pandemic in Treaty 6: Libraries, Language Learning, and
Loving Each Other”
Emily Riddle, Senior Advisor on Indigenous Relations, Edmonton Public Library,
Edmonton, Alberta
Giving the background information on the history of the Treaty 6, Emily reminds
listeners that the COVID-19 was not the first pandemic to hit the Indigenous community
in Canada. In many Crown-First Nation treaties (Treaty 6 included) there is a reference
to health care provisions, often referred as a medical chest. She shares her experience of
working at the Edmonton Public Library (EPL) and gives a detailed description of a new
project undertaken during the recent renovation of the Stanley A. Milner Library in
Edmonton – a Thunderbird House (Indigenous gathering place), the only dedicated
public space in the city center that allows urban First Nation people have access to
Indigenous smudging and other traditional ceremonies.
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2-4. Final Conference Day (February 18, 2021): Group
Presentations
Participants worked together with their own group members and prepare presentations both
prior to and during the forum. Each group was required to give a 10-minute presentation,
followed by 5-minute QA session. Group 1-6 were asked to reflect on pandemic’s impact on the
higher education in both CANADA and JAPAN, but they were given the opportunity to choose
their own topic. Presentations were evaluated by a panel of judges below.
Panel of Judges:
Dr. Olenka Bilash, Honorary Consul-General of Japan in Edmonton
Mr. Daylin Breen, Strategy and Business Development Professional in Edmonton
Mr. Oliver Rossier, Senior Officer, Faculty of Arts, University of Alberta
Mr. Kohei Sakamato, Consul, Consulate-General of Japan in Calgary
Ms. Yuko Shimizu, Executive Director, the Japan Foundation, Toronto
Group Presentation Schedule:
17:20-17:35 MST

Group 5 Presentation with Q&A

Title: “Online Transition of the Secondary Education”
17:40-17:55 MST

Group 3 ("Zoomies") Presentation with Q&A

Title: “Closing the Gap”
18:00-18:15 MST

Group 2 Presentation with Q&A

Title: “Falling Through the Cracks: Issues International Students Have Faced during the COVID19 Pandemic”
18:20-18:35 MST

Group 4 Presentation with Q&A

Title: "COVID-19 and Its Effects on Institutions and Students"
18:40-18.55 MST Group 6 (“SARS”) Presentation with Q&A
Title: “Digital Resiliency and Communication: The Case for the New Normal in Higher
Education”
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19:00-19.15 MST Group 1 Presentation with Q&A
Title: "Conquering COVID: An Exploration of Future Educational Strategies and Job Market
Revitalization"
19.15-19.25 MTS

Closing remarks

The winners (Group 6) were announced via email next day on Friday, 19 February.
Student Presentations:
1) GROUP 5: NGAN, Jocelyn (York) \ GO, Kenny (UBC) \ OGIHARA, Angel (Josai International)
\ WARAGAI, Hiromi (Hokkaido)
“Online Transition of the Secondary Education” (available to watch online on UAlberta's Faculty
of Arts’ YouTube channel)

Introduction

Online Transition
of the Secondary
Education

➔
➔
➔
➔

1

2

Introduction

Problem Identification

➔

➔ Has the online transition worked out? What are the

➔

person instruction in the university classroom?
➔ How does digital learning
interpersonal relations

when compared to in-

➔

and communication that are so critical in students’
?

➔

2

4

Areas of Improvement for Online
Advantages of Online Learning

Learning

- More free time to get involved

- Less opportunity to ask professors and classmates

- Promotes time management skills and

- Interacting with peers

replayability of lectures

- Less opportunity for breakout room
- Organization of course information (no printouts)

Students can get involved in
extracurricular opportunities like clubs

- Technical issues in compatibility and capability

5

6

14

Our Solution

Implication of Issue
➔

➔ Blending online and in-person courses (e.g.
lab and language courses) with a focus on

➔ Lack of access to resources

senior students mentoring smaller student
groups

◆ Difference in valuing extracurricular activities for getting jobs and grades
◆ Value in networking and qualifications is still high; needs to focus on team
culture

8

7

Our Solution
➔
◆ experience on teaching, build up a sense
of leadership

Source: https://www.tonybates.ca/2020/ 11/05/post-pandemic-lesson-1-online-and-blendedlearning-will-increase-substantially-post-covid-19/
11

9

Our Solution
➔
◆ experience on teaching, build up a sense
of leadership

11

10

Benefits of Adopting Smaller Mentoring
➔ Online learning provides opportunity for
◆ Better discussions and reflections in activities, especially for

◆

➔
Source:
https://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/EJ1015422.pdf
12
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References

Benefits of Adopting Smaller Mentoring
➔

➔ https://voxeu.org/article/impact-class-size-performance-university-students
➔ https://apnews.com/article/7a18fb5740f90712195205dd461253c8
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➔ “ Bush Talk: Connection, Body, and Ethics in Digital Learning” lecture by Lindsay Sorell
◆
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2) GROUP 3 (“Zoomies”): SCHESTAK, Erika (York) \ LI, Yuxiang (Queen’s)\ AKAKI, Mio
(Seinan Gakuin) \ ONO, Misaki (Hosei)
“Closing the Gap” (available to watch online on UAlberta's Faculty of Arts’ YouTube channel)
Our Proposal (this is the intro)
u Pandemic

has highlighted pre-existing inequalities
and the importance of technology.

Closing the Gap:
Addressing the
Digital Divide

u The

digital divide can no longer be ignored.

u There

must be institutional changes to ensure all
individuals have equal access to technology.

A collaborative presentation by:
Erika Schestak, Yuxiang Li &
Misaki Ono, Mio Akaki

Who has reliable Internet service?

u

Households that had Internet services speeds of 50 Mbps
upload and 10 Mbps download speeds in 2018:

More improvements have been made to make high speeds even higher
due to innovations such as LTE-based fixed wireless service.

u

In rural communities and National Reserves high speed services
remain largely unavailable.
Percentage of households in rural communities with
speeds of 50/10 Mbps

99.4%
in large
population
centres

40.8%

31.3%

in rural
communities

on National
Reserves

New Brunswick

63.4

Ontario

29.7

Saskatchewan

1.7

Yukon

0

Northwest Territories

0

Nunavut

0

Per CRTC Communication's Monitoring Report

What Speeds Do You Need?

Zoom

2.5

Google
Hangouts

3.2

Heavy
Web
Browsing
Skype

5

8

Affordability & Availability
Buffering can prevent
students from clearly
hearing lectures.

Recommended minimum
download speeds (Mbps)

u

u

Recommended minimum upload
speeds (Mbps)
YouTube

2

Hulu

5

Netflix

5 – 25

u

Rural communities

u

Remote communities

u

Poor communites

spend approximately $1806 annually on
communication services (9.1% of their
annual income).

Households in the highest quintile:
u

spend approximately $3809 annually
on communication services (1.8% of their
annual income).

The gap is enlarged by digital education
u

Where & Who?
u

Impoverished communities may not
be able to afford high speed Internet
even if the infrastructure is in place.
Households in the lowest in the lowest
income quintile:
u

The gap is enlarged by digital education
u

Less than 50% of
households in
Nunavut had
access to speeds
of 5 Mbps.
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Why?
u

Lack of certain infrastructrues, equipments or
money

u

Have a higher risk to be infected by Covid-19

u

Students who have access to digital
education may take advantage of it and
significantly increase the gap

86.2% of Ontario
residents had
service of
100Mbps or more.

Solutions for closing the gap
u

u

The current internet penetration in Japan

Temporary measures
u

Letting students use the school's wifi in school's parking lots

u

Adding outdoor dropboxes for students who have no internet access
to pick up and drop off hard copy assignments

u

Lending or distributing internetenabled devices to students who need

Internet Usage Trends For Whole Populace (Percent)

Building more internet infrastructers in rural and remote areas

u

Reducing the cost of equipment and internet fee

u

Providing regular offline courses for those students who have no
access to digital education

2009

2016

2018

72.6

78.0

83.5

79.8

• Internet usage is approximately 80% of the Japanese population
• Families whose household income is lower than＄48,000 fall below
80%.
• Families whose household income is lower than＄24,000 have less
than 60%

Fundamental measures
u

2006

https://www.soumu.go.jp/johotsusintokei/whitepaper/ja/r01/html/nd232120.html

How to solve the issue - Short term -

How to solve the issue - Mid / long term-

u

Improve the environment of ICT

u

Make a society where everyone could benefit from technology

u

Ministry of education & Rakuten: “GIGA school plan”

u

Diminishing economic disparity: Taxing digital company

u

Government: provide digital environment support to vulnerable

u

Decrease the cost of communication fee

- Supply internet environment for school
- PCs for each child
⇩

→ enable more accessibility

Not sufficient
- Do not cover other unprivileged students ex. University students

u

- Individual internet connection issue will remain
u

The government should create an environment which facilitates
accessibly education for all

References

Conclusion
u

u

Armstrong, L. R. (2020, October 1). How much internet speed do I need to
work from home. HighSpeedInternet.https://www.highspeedinternet.com

Digital divide is prevailing in the world

/resources/how-much-internet-speed-to-work-from-home#video

Canadian radio-television and Telecommunications commission. Communications Monitoring
Report 2019. [Ottawa, ON.]: CRTC, 2020. Web. 15 Feb. 2021. https://crtc.gc.ca/p
ubs/cmr2019-en.pdf

Some governments and NGOs are offering support.

Singata korona ga tukituketa “kyouiku kakusa” [The “education disparity” which was shown by the COVID19]. (2020, July 3). NHK. Retrieved February 17, 2021
from,https://www3.nhk.or.jp/news/special/education/articles/article_19.html

→ It is still insufficient
u

The country should look back at the defects and improve them.

T, Ookubo. (2020, October 15). Dejitaruka teisyotokusou ni dageki koronaka de kakudai suru kakusa
[Digitalization, hitting the low-income group. Widening gap due to the COVID-19]. The Nikkei. Retrieved
February 17, 2021 from,https://www.nikkei.com/article/DGXKZO6498119014102020KE8000/?unlock=1

Tackling the issue:
- enable to get out of vicious cycle

Y, Kobayashi. (2020, October 19).Singata korona ha kyouiku kakusa ni donoyouna eikyou wo oyobositanoka?
[How did the COVID-19 affect the education disparity]. Retrieved February 17, 2021
from,https://teachforjapan.org/entry/column/2020/09/28/kyouikukakusa/

- enable to attain SDG goals

R, Matuoka. (2020, January 28). “Nihon no kyouiku kakusa” [Japanese education disparity]. Retrieved
February 17, 2021 https://www.nhk.or.jp/kaisetsu-blog/400/420459.html

ex. no poverty, quality education, reduced inequality etc…

3) GROUP 2: MAJ-PFLEGER, Aulden (Alberta)\ UEDA, Sayaka (JF Oberlin) \ YOSHINO,
Sayaka (Hosei)
“Falling Through the Cracks: Issues International Students Have Faced during the COVID-19
Pandemic” (available to watch online on UAlberta's Faculty of Arts’ YouTube channel)
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4) GROUP 4: MAYO, Janelle (Regina) \ TAMBE, Parul (Waterloo)\ SEKIGUCHI, Soya (Hosei)
\ YONEMOTO, Yumeka (J.F Oberlin)
“COVID-19 and Its Effects on Institutions and Students” (available to watch online on UAlberta's
Faculty of Arts’ YouTube channel)

What do you see?

• There are different
perspectives of the effects of
pandemic waiting to be
explored through the sides
of the institutions and the
sides of the students.

COVID-19 and its effects on
Institutions and Students
Group 4: Janelle, Parul, Soya, Yumeka

Are they
really to be
blamed?

• In March 2020, University of Toronto provided $3
million dollars to support its students in the time
of crisis (University of Toronto, Financial Report
2020).
• University of Tokyo is also offering handouts upto
50,000 Yen (approximately $600) to students who
lost their part time jobs or are going through
financial hardships.(Huang F. 2020)
• Japanese Educational Research Association
(JERA)stated that Japan could lose up to $9.2
billion if they were required to refund tuition fees
and some may even have to see closure. (Lau J.
2020)
• Canadian University industry is projected to
decline by 1.4% in the year 2020 due to tuition
refunds and enrollment rates.(Koronios E. 2020)

Let’s do the
Math!
• Net Income= Total Revenue-Total
Expenditure
• Income earned through tuition,
admission or examination fees >
Net Income
• So, can we really blame the
universities for not decreasing the
tuition?

*Please note that for Japanese universities, only the
ordinary expenses have been taken into account.

Are we stuck in a loop?
Universities are dependent on
student revenues to sustain
themselves.

Reflection
Question 1

Students are dependent on
universities for their education,
financial aid etc.

Changes during the pandemic

• Why does the loop exist? Can
our countries adopt the same
policies as Scandinavian
countries that offer free
education?

the rate of drop-outs in Japan

11,411 students
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NEET rates in Canada increased

Not in
Employment
Education
Training
The advantages of online class

The BIG Transition

in-person classes
↓
online classes

Efficiency
Flexibility
Time-saving
The gap of inequity

What are downsides of online class?

54,700 households

DE P R E S S I O N

Reflection
Question 2

Are
online classes
really that bad?

What do
students say?

• Best thing about online classes was the
fact that they did not have to get ready in
the morning.
• Students mentioned was that they do not
have to drive far just to get to school. They
all agreed that this is the best thing about
having online classes in the winter since
they do not have to deal with extreme
weather conditions just to go to class or
even have the weather cause them to miss
class. They are also able to save money on
parking.

70% of the students were
not satisfied with online classes

Are online classes helpful?

• Some of these advantages include not having to get ready
because of online classes, but the disadvantages would be that
students are not able to interact with others on a daily basis like
they used to.
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Are there any
disadvantages
to online
learning?

Is online
learning here
to stay?

• It is harder to stay motivated and on track
since things moved online.
• It can be incomplete and inconvenient as
some professions and programs require in
person training such as Medical Students.
-For example- Nursing student Justyne Mayo
from University of Calgary said “ as a nursing
student, it was impossible for me to do
everything online”.
- She is required to practice clinical skills
(e.g., administering injectable medications,
providing wound care, inserting catheters,
etc.) during labs before performing these
skills during her hospital practicum.

• It is much easier to learn in class because
of no distractions.
Disadvantages for online learning?
• Limited access to resources such as library

Also:

• In the future when the pandemic is
over, there will most likely be a
choice for students based on their
program to take classes online or inperson.
• Programs such as nursing may be
able to do some classes online, but
there should be more in-person labs
so they will be confident to perform
clinical skills. Arts programs such as
history will be alright to have it
completely online if a student were
to choose that route.

• Impact on mental health due to isolation
and limited interaction with friends and
professors.

Looking into the future

Remote work

Cashless

Same
quality?

Autonomous car

How about
credibility?

Questions to
cater:

PAST

NOW

・What does the future look like for students
and universities?

FUTURE

・Would this time that we are in now allow us
to self-reflect and think whether college is
really worth it?

THANK YOU!
Now is a chance to rethink higher education
and change it!

• Here are some discussion questions to get started:
- Why does the loop exist? Can our countries adopt the same policies as
Scandinavian countries that offer free education?
- Why are students always so worried about tuition? Is there not enough wealth in
the world or is it because one small fraction of the population is holding majority
of the world’s wealth?
-Are Online classes/remote education really bad for the future?
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5) GROUP 6 (“SARS”): Razaghzadeh Shabestari, Shafagh (Queen’s) \ Peou, Sophia (Waterloo)\
Tagawa, Atsuki (Ritsumeikan) \ Katsuyama, Riko (Seinan Gakuin)
“Digital Resiliency and Communication: The Case for the New Normal in Higher Education”
(available to watch online on UAlberta's Faculty of Arts’ YouTube channel)

In t r o d u c t i o n
What we will cover today:
●
●
●
●

●

Research: Japan
St u d en t l i f e

0 1.

University operates at its
best when it provides
students with a physical
learning environment

Some students cannot take
online course with sufficient
conditions

Rev en u e so u r c es f o r p r i v at e
u n i v er si t i es an d v o c at i o n al
sc h o o l

Po st -COV ID

0 2.

High probability of
continued use of online
learning and teaching
due to its convenience

A c c essi b i l i t y

0 3.

Qu est i o n : D o y o u b el i ev e t h at t h e
t u i t i o n y o u ar e p ay i n g i s f ai r f o r
w h at y o u ar e g et t i n g o u t o f
sc h o o l ?

Research from the given articles
Additional external research
Our OWN research and survey on Canadian
and Japanese students and professors
Survey results and ways to address top 5
concerns
Policies and steps to a brighter future

21,9 %

Rev en u e St r u c t u r e

04.

Over 80% of private
university and vocational
school depends on tuition
fees too much

Research: Canada

0 1.

Fo u r So u r c es o f
Cap i t al
When planning for an
uncertain future we need to
consider human, financial,
physical, and reputational
sources of capital

Im p ac t s o f t h e COV ID -19 p an d em i c o n
p o st sec o n d ar y st u d en t s (ICPPS)

Lo c k D o w n
Co m m u n i t y Pl an

0 2.

May 2020: Government of Canada created a survey asking 100 000
students about the impact of COVID-19 on schoolwork and
employment
● 57%: academic work placements or courses were either
delayed, postponed or cancelled
● 58%: concerned about losing job in the future
● 73%: worried about savings

Consider implementing lock
down plans that support
students (i.e. students with
disability) and their professors

(Statistics Canada)

Bu sin ess Con t in u it y M od el > Acad em ic Con t in u it y M od el
Only 15 % of students taking online classes before COVID-19 globally
→ Online Learning?
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Our Survey Results
6 5.3%

6 1.1%

Lack of
interaction/handson activities
35,5%

Motivation

68

60

4 3.2%
Lack of student43
professor
communication

4 2.1%

Quality of
education

42

37.9 % 40

いつ変更になるか分からない授業計画に振
り回されているような気がして、常に気を
張っており、授業とプライベートの時間の
区別があまりついていない気がする.
対面授業では、次の教室への移動時間
に当てたり、図書館で暇潰しをしたり
していたが、オンライン授業ではお昼
寝したり、趣味の時間に費したりと割
となんでもできる。

Difficult to discern between free time and school time because no
tangible division.
Managing time is more difficult when you are doing remote
learning, so although you have more spare time - it is sometimes
mismanaged OR it is designated for other responsibilities at
home/work.

自分の時間が増えた.
通学にかかっていた時間を睡眠や勉強などの活
動に使えるようになった。

Ver y Low / Très
Mal / 悪い

Low / Ma l / 良くは
思わない

felt like I had a bit more spare time because I didn’t need to
spend time getting ready and walking to class. Because
lectures were online and sometimes pre-recorded, I could
multitask while watching lectures or watch lectures on
whatever schedule worked best for me. These all gave me
more spare time
Time for resting and
I feel that I save more time since I do not have to
relaxing merged with
time for work, not much
commute or wait between classes.
dissociation

Sat isf act ory /
Sa t isfaisant / 不満
はない /

Hig h / Bien / 良い

Ver y Hig h / Très
Bien / 非常に良い

M EXT/

St at i st i c s Can ad a/ St a t ist iq u e
Ca n a d a

Po l i c y Pr o p o si t i o n s

Po l i c y Pr o p o si t i o n s

4 . Heal t h

3. Hy b r i d Cl asses
1. Tec h n o l o g y
●

●
●
●

Governments should create
standardized SNS platform for
student engagement in each
university
Questionnaire for each semester
Community for professors
Research new technologies

2. Co m m u n i c at i o n
●
●

●

Standardize method of online
communication
Strengthen interdepartmental
professor communication with
technology

●
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Test private sector technology
solutions for simultaneously inperson and online classes
Invest in virtual programs that
allow for more interaction in
virtual activities such as labs and
extracurriculars other than Zoom

●
●
●
●

Consider physical health
Consider mental health
Fatigue and strain from being
online
People with disabilities may need
different accommodations

Bhagat, S., & Kim, D. (2020). Higher Education Amidst COVID-19: Challenges and Silver Lining. Information Systems Management, vol. 37(4), pp. 366–371.
https://doi.org/10.1080/10580530.2020.1824040
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6) GROUP 1: Rose, Dylan (PEI) \ Rajapakshe, Thishani (UBC)\ Yamashita, Ayaka (Tsuda)
\ Kwak, Inkyung (Seinan Gakuin)
“Conquering COVID: An Exploration of Future Educational Strategies and Job Market
Revitalization” (available to watch online on UAlberta's Faculty of Arts’ YouTube channel)
20
/
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1 pu o r G
SREBMEM MAET

Conquering COVI D:
An Explorat ion of Fut ure Educat ional St rat egies and Job Market Revit alizat ion

JACAC 20 21

CONQUERING COVID

01

How can inst it ut ions bet t er equip st udent s for prospect ive
careers in t he rapidly- changing job market ,and help ensure
t hey are sat isfied wit h t heir choices?

02

How can st udent s develop crit ical t hinking and
communicat ion skills necessary in t he workplace?

03

JACAC 20 21

, es oR na l yD

,a t i hsa maY a ka y A

, ka wK g n u y k nI

hs i t i rB f o y t is r e v i nU
a i b m u l oC

e c n i rP f o y t is r e v i nU
d na lsI d ra w dE

y t is r e v i nU a d usT

y t is r e v i nU n i u kaG na n i eS

DIVOC GNIREUQNOC

05
/
19

Research Q uestions

, e hs ka pa jaR hs i hT

What accommodat ions should be made t o bet t er
accommodat e t he new online medium of work and school?

CONQUERING COVID
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12 02 CACAJ
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/
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Guidance: Canada
Expand a modified CEGEP program t o ot her
provinces*
OR
Provide bet t er opport unit y for an 'int ernship'
year or semest er aft er High School
*MODIFICATIONS:SHORTER, REPLACE 1YEAR OF UNIVERSITY STUDIES, HOSTED BY
SMALLER, LOCAL COMMUNITY COLLEGES ALONG WITH UNIVERSITIES

Advantages:
• fost er cult ure of academic explorat ion
• st udent s have bet t er underst anding of
what jobs ent ail
• Low- risk
• provides a sense of aut onomy and
specialized coursework, while st ill allowing
for flexibilit y/ safet y
• covered/ subsidized by t he government

JACAC 20 21

Guidance: Japan

09
/
19

Guidance: Canada

CONQUERING COVID

10
/
19

AN EXAMPLE OF A CURRENT CEGEP

Usual Japanese job fair during t he job hunt ing
season →

Market - aligned: many programs highly relevant t o
t he current indust ry, t raining young people for
feasible careers

Inst ead, provide opport unit ies t o hear about or
experience act ual work during high sc hool

St raight t o workforce: t rainees are set up with t he
skills t o immediat ely ent er t he workforce

Small program sizes: limited numbers ensure a gentle
t ransition from high- school, yet st ill provides a
challenge

JACAC 20 21

JACAC 20 21

CONQUERING COVID
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Education: Canada

14
2
/
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Education: Japan

How can Japanese st udent s develop crit ical t hinking and communicat ion
skills necessary at work?

Online courses at t he post - secondary level in Canada are being
carried out synchronously (live) or async hronously (independent ly).
To ensure t hat st udent s are engaged in bot h scenarios, universit ies
should focus on (Mahmood, 20 20 ):
• great er int eract ivit y
• asking challenging quest ions
• providing great er flexibilit y for assignment s and due dat es
• having backup plans for pandemic sit uat ions
• having smaller modules for classes (classes no more t han 30
minut es)
• recording lect ures
• providing self- learning mat erial
• having t eaching assist ant s t o help manage online lect ures and
t ools effect ively

JACAC 20 21

CONQUERING COVID

“Act ive Learning” : New t eaching met hodology in Japan (⇔“passive” learning)
→ Equips universit y graduat es wit h t ransferable or generic skills (Waniek, Nae, 20 18)
Online classes
・Breakout rooms→ Think-Pair-Share model (平野/Hirano, 2020), discussions
・More opportunities to speak, ask, answer, etc.
・Maintain connections between professors & students
Possible posit ive impact on job int erview
& working performance
JACAC 20 21
JACAC 20 21

CONQUERING COVID
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W ork Culture: Japan
PART 1: WORK FROM HOME

CONQUERING COVID

14
/
19

W ork Culture: Canada
PART 1: WORK FROM HOME

1. Japan

2. Canada
• Google Canada has allowed for most of it s employees t o work from home
unt il July 20 21

• Almost 50 % of all meet ings in Google Japan are held online
• 90 % of employees in KDDI, one of t he biggest t elecommunicat ion companies in

• An Angus Reid Inst it ut e st udy has suggest ed t hat 2/ 3rds of Canadians who
work remot ely expect t o cont inue aft er pandemic

Japan, worked remot ely during t he April 20 20 St at e of Emergency
• In January 20 21, 22% of employees in Japan worked remot ely under t he St at e of

• Facebook, Shopify Inc. and Open Text Corp. employees will be able t o work
remot ely as a permanent opt ion

Emergency
JACAC 20 21

W ork Culture: Japan

JACAC 20 21

CONQUERING COVID
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CONQUERING COVID
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W ork Culture: Canada

PART 2: TRANSITION OF CAREER SERVICES IN UNIVERSITY

PART 2: TRANSITION OF CAREER SERVICES IN UNIVERSITY

• Career services at Canadian universit ies should provide resources and
informat ion about t he current job market , where remot e work is t hriving

(1) Current sit uat ion of st udent ’s job searching
• Senior st udent s: prolonged job search
• Junior st udent s: must begin job search earlier

• For inst ance, Job Bank Canada list s over 11,60 0 jobs exclusive t o remot e
work

(2) Issues and measures of career services in universit y
• Offering online counseling & career fairs, in addit ion t o in- person

• In t his case, st udent s who wish t o pursue a specific career should be aware
of t he opt ions available t o t hem, and have t he t ools required t o work
comfort ably from home

counseling
• More seminars in preparat ion for online int erviews
JACAC 20 21

JACAC 20 21
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CONQUERING COVID

18
/
19

Significance of the Study
At t empt at ensuring new- graduat es ent er disciplines t hey are
t ruly int erest ed in, and have significant and healt hy job market s,
many feasible policies

Limitations of the Study
Policies not easy t o implement , remot e work may not st ay, incurs
JACAC 20 21

large expenses, increased compet it ion wit h expanded applicant
pools

2-5. Final Report
At the end of the forum, participants wrote a final reflection addressing the following:
1. How has participation in the forum changed your motivation to study and/or provided you
with new insights?
2. How was the experience throughout the program?
3. What was most impressive about this program?
4. How has this program influenced your career outlook? 5. Other comments
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. SURVEY ON THE FORUM
3-1. Survey Overview
As always, an online survey was conducted by the organizing committee to get students’
evaluation on the forum and contribute to the improvement in the quality of the future
conferences.
Title: JACAC Student Forum 2021 Participants’ Survey
Objective: To get student evaluations on the forum and improve the quality of the future
forums.
Respondents: 22 (out of total of 23)
Period: February 28 to March 8, 2021
The questionnaire was conducted through Google Forms, an online data collection tool.

3.2. Survey Results
Survey results are summarized below, in charts for each question as appropriate.
Q3: How do you rate the following arrangements made by the organizers:
Chart 1:
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Q4: How do you rate the following aspects of the JACAC Student Forum:
Chart 2:
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Q5: Please Rate the difficulty of conducting the student presentations:
Chart 3:

Q6: Please let us know what you liked most about the JACAC Student Forum:
•

The chance to work with students from a different country and the fact that even though
everything was virtual, everything went pretty smooth.

•

I really liked the unique opportunity to learn the cultural differences in how Japan and
Canada societies have. I enjoyed the informal networking sessions to get involved and
just learn from each other.

•

Talking with students in break-out room.

•

JACAC staffs were very thoughtful. Participants were really passionate for JACAC.

•

I liked how we could exchange our opinions and discuss about the current issues with
students from different countries and present them.

•

Being able to listen to everyone's opinion in the Q&A session and presentation.

•

The breakout session after the orientation.

•

Discussion

•

I enjoyed the opportunity to meet new students and share new ideas. I also liked
learning about new cultures and polices that I can implement to my future careers and
future events.

•

In an online context, I like how we were able to attend meetings efficiently even with the
time zone difference - it was very well organized.

•

the topic and all lectures were difficult, and I need to work hard but the atmosphere
every participants and teachers have was very comfortable and enjoyable.

•

Work with peers from different countries.
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•

Being able to meet and communicate with peers both in Canada and Japan.

•

It was fun to connect with different people, both from other universities in Canada and
from Japan.

•

The opportunity to interact and speak with Japanese peers and work towards a policy
solution. The kind and helpful staff :) Speech from Japanese Princess Takamado

•

Opportunity to meet students from different universities

•

The final presentation is the most impressive.

•

The fact that the governments might see our presentations.

•

Since it was online, I would say the little time we were given to interact with each other

Q7: Please let us know what you liked least about the JACAC Student Forum:
•

We only had one formal opportunity to discuss the theme of the pandemic and looking
back, I don't think we really even discussed "the new normal" in the Q&A Session that
much.

•

Perhaps the team can look to provide support for giving time to students working by
suggesting a set of working hours that would fit both Japanese and Canadian students'
time and grouping teams based on their preferred times.

•

Pre-forum. I didn’t know exactly what to do before the forum.

•

It was pity that we could not meet in person. In addition, it was a little difficult to manage
the time due to the time rag.

•

Had little chance to talk with students outside the group.

•

The lectures were really difficult for me.

•

Time difference

•

Nothing! I really liked everything. I just wish we could meet in person.

•

Perhaps more opportunities/activities run by the organization, and not students, would
have been helpful in helping us get to know each other! But we understood with the given
situation this may not have been feasible.

•

at least when it's conducted online, I was expected to have more zoom meeting with all
members.

•

The online lectures.

•

Not having many opportunities to communicate with peers in Canada and Japan.
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•

I was in a group of three which I believe created a dynamic that was more difficult to
communicate and delegate than if it was with the standard group of four.

•

Lectures: it was difficult to see how some of these lectures were related to inter-cultural
issues. I think more work could be done to make them more pertinent. Interaction with
peers: Although this was an enjoyable part, it was insufficient. I know it's hard to do, but
maybe having more social events, or opportunities to actually connect with other
students. I only got the chance to speak with like 2 of them outside of my group. As a
result, I didn't really feel connected in any significant way. It just felt like we were distant
classmates gathering for a group presentation at the end. There was little sense of
networking. Presentations: given that it was scored, and we were given feedback---we
should be given complete feedback. Some judges provided no feedback which was
confusing and strange. If this consistency cannot be maintained, then facilitators should
exclude the provision of feedback altogether. Additionally, further details on the marking
rubric should be transparently shared with participants. The goal of the presentations was
a little too vague.

•

Online

•

Some lecture is difficult. I need some supporting material such as resumes and slides.

•

It was very unfortunate that we could not see each other in person

•

It being online this year because of the pandemic

Q8: If you have any suggestions on how the JACAC Student Forum can be improved
in the future, or how the JACAC network can be expanded/strengthened, please let
us know below:
•

If the forum has to be conducted online as well next year, it will be nicer if you can make
more opportunities for students to talk to all the participants. 5 days were too short for
online forum. Additionally, 10 minutes presentation was also too short.

•

If the lectures have subtitles, it's better to understand.

•

If organizers showed the past presentation, we could imagine our presentation more
clearly.

•

Perhaps doing more advertising or announcement of the event at school newspapers or
community news can help promote the JACAC network and strengthen it.
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•

Perhaps more structured pre-event events, as my group was originally having trouble
deciding on an agenda to accomplish the required pre-conference requirements.

•

If the forum is held online again in 2022, there should be more opportunities organized
to allow participants to communicate with one another. Outside of my immediate team
members, I wasn’t able to build many connections with other students in the forum.

•

I think ensuring equal group sizes is important for the future.

•

Hopefully things will transition back to in-person, which would solve most problems.
However, it is an online format again, more chance to interact with peers in a social way.
Maybe the forum needs to be extended if it will be held online.

•

In Japan, few students know JACAC. One of the reasons is that the JACAC home website
is not attractive. Including the real voice of participants is a good way to attract.

•

It was a great forum already. All the organizers of this event were very nice and always
cared about students and made sure that we were having communication.

Q9: What would you like to see covered as a potential forum theme in future years:
•

SDGs

•

Climate change, reformation of the education system

•

How to make our society more sustainable.

•

Gender inequality (women rights, LGBTQ+, work life balance...etc)

•

Cashless society is good or not.

•

A theme that would be interesting is race or culture.

•

Food Insecurity in Canada and Japan - a topic that may be increasingly relevant due to
the economic slowdowns associated with COVID-19.

•

climate change

•

Transitioning Between Generations (How the Younger Generation Can Be Successful in
the Future)

•

More emphasis on trans-pacific topics and literal aspects of Canadian-Japanese relations.

•

technology, AI, Automation, Data Privacy and security, STEM, demographic shifts (ex:
solutions to low birth rates and aging populations)

•

Intercultural communication
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Q10: Do you want to participate in JACAC programs (Student Forum / Exchange
programs)?
Chart 4:

Q11: For Japanese students, did your interest in Canada increase? For Canadian
students, did your interest in Japan increase?
Chart 5:

Q13: If you have any additional comments, please let us hear your thoughts:
•

Thank you to the wonderful team. We are definitely not in normal times, but I appreciate
all the effort and time that you put in for the conference. Also, thanks a lot for the
Starbucks gift card!

•

I wish I could go to Japan for the next JACAC, should I still be an undergraduate student

•

It was very inspiring program. I wish I could visit Canada.

•

It was very honored to join the JACAC, and to get connected with brilliant students from
other countries who have each unique different thoughts and ideas. I had a great time
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exchanging our opinions and could learn a lot from them even in this short period of time.
Thank you very much for the people who enabled us to hold the forum even in this
situation.
•

It was great opportunity to learn not just about COVID-19, but also about Canada and
other topics, including indigenous people, community, education and career. Thank you
so much.

•

Thank you for everything!

•

I would love to have the opportunity to participate again, as it was the highlight of my
time spent in quarantine! However, I'm not sure if my particular university will allow it.

•

Thank you very much for organizing this event!

•

Given the limitations that we had this year, I was still very happy with the forum and had
a great time. I think it was amazing that we were able to come together and share ideas in
the middle of a pandemic!

•

Thank you for all the hard work that was put into this!

•

thank you for this invaluable opportunity :)

•

Thank you very much for letting me a part of this great event. It was a great opportunity
for me to know my weakness and find ways to improve my skills. It was also a great
opportunity to make friends internationally. We are still keeping in touch with the
members online and can’t wait to see each other in person. I am very glad I participated
in this event. Thank you

3.3. Survey Summary
Despite the unprecedented challenges organizers had to face this year due to COVID-19, the 11th
Annual JACAC Student Forum had an overwhelmingly positive impact on the student
participants, with 95.5 percent of them expressing their interest in further participation in
JACAC programs and gaining interest in Japan and Canada (Charts 4-5). One Canadian student
even wrote in his final report that the conference has affirmed his interest in seeking a graduate
degree at a Japanese university (or other comparable transpacific institutions), for “programs
such as this exemplify the relationships in place, which is a very promising notion for myself in
how I will pursue a degree in the future.”
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Written responses for questions 6 (what you liked most), 7 (what you liked least), and 8 (Areas
for improvement) can be categorized in tables 5 through 7. Suggestions by the respondents for
future forum themes were not categorized as most were unique suggestions.
The academic content of the forum, especially Q and A session with speakers and the final
presentations, was well received, with the majority of responses for every aspect of it being
“above average” or higher (Chart 2). However, in contrast to the previous forums, the responders
seem to have less problems with the final presentation, as only 45.5% said it was “fairly difficult”
for them (Chart 3). Whereas most participants were satisfied with the pre-forum assignments,
some felt that the format of the final presentation was not adequately explained to them and
asked for the marking rubric be transparently shared with the participants before the forum
(Table 2).
As we can expect from this year’s online format, many forum participants expressed a regret for
not being able to meet peers in person. The most frequent suggestion also was to incorporate a
more inter-group collaboration, which will provide much more room for networking and sharing
of experiences (Table 2). Just like in previous years, the overwhelming majority of respondents
appreciated the forum’s dynamic environment, which allowed interaction with peers coming
from diverse backgrounds (Table 1), a rather rare opportunity nowadays, given the unusual
circumstances around COVID-19 pandemic. Hopefully, the future transition back to in-person
format will solve most of these problems, while this years’ experience will offer plenty of room
for improvement by integrating virtual components for the future programs.
Table 1: Student Satisfaction Summary (Q6), 19 replied out of 23
What students liked most:
Interacting with other students
Group work
Presentations
Effective organization and helpful stuff
Q and A session with speakers
Speech from the Princess
Public dissemination of the student
presentations
No response

Number
10
3
1
4
1
1
1

%
53
16
5
21
5
5
5

4

17
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Table 2: Student Dissatisfaction Summary (Q7), 18 replied out of 23
What students liked most:
Not being able to meet other students in
person
Lack of activities outside group
discussion
Presentation evaluation and feedback
Online Lectures
Pre-forum
Theme coverage
Disproportionate division of group
members
No response

Number
5

%
28

5

28

1
4
2
1
1

5.5
22
11
5.5
5.5

5

22

Table 3: Suggestions for Future Forums (Q8), 12 replied out of 23
What students liked most:
Interacting with other students outside
groups
Providing a detailed feedback from
judges
More publicity for the forum
Ability to watch past presentations
Lectures’ subtitles
Ensuring equal group sizes
No response

Number
4

%
33

2

17

2
1
1
1
11

17
8
8
8
48
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PHOTOGRAPHS

Student Forum Program

Final Presentation Day: Panel of Judges
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Student Participants during the Final Presentation Day
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